DO YOU KNOW YOUR ONLINE FOOTPRINT?
Knowing your entire online footprint is essential for managing
Cyber Risks and protecting your organisation’s brand.
We make sure your online presence and reputation is more secure
and help you to not become next week’s negative news story.

OUR DIGITAL RISK MONITORING PLATFORM OFFERS
Continuous,
real-time insight

Immediate
vulnerability detection

Automated
risk analysis

Industry-specific
compliance reporting

24/7 insight into the entire
online attack surface of your
organisation.

Security risks are detected
automatically and displayed
on the dashboard within the
platform.

Risks are categorised and
analysed. The platform
initiates remedial actions.

Real-time dashboarding
tailored to global and local
industry compliance
standards.
ISO27001,  NEN7510,  BIG,  BIR,
ISAE3402 & European   
Privacy   Directive   (GDPR).

Web

IPs / domains / subdomains
(forgotten)  websites / certificates

Social   media   accounts
malware   campaigns / harassment

Social Media

›› Prevent CEO-fraud

›› Detect & takedown fake or copy-cat accounts

›› Detect & prevent data leaks

›› Map your entire social media presence

›› Detect & takedown phishing websites

›› Scan for bad security settings on
social media profiles

›› Detect Shadow IT
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Mobile apps / rogue mobile apps
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›› Identify your official and unofficial apps
Network

Mobile Apps

›› Monitor for rogue
network announcements
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›› Identify online network
security issues
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›› Detect & takedown fake mobile apps 		
on the platforms mentioned above
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on iOS (iPhone/iPad), Windows Mobile
and Android (over 168 appstores)

IoT, ICS & SCADA

Darkweb

Internet connected devices/industrial plants

Password leaks / leaked data files

›› Scan for Internet of Things (IoT) devices
connected to the internet

›› Search & takedown dataleaks related to
your organisation

›› Find misconfigured Industrial Control Systems

›› Find password leaks related to your employees

›› Prevent unsecured Supervisory Control and
Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems takeover

›› Detect “doxing” through pastebin and other
data dump websites

›› Discover new IoT-malware

›› Discover counterfeit products

Contact us for a demo

www.cybersprint.com // info@cybersprint.com // +31  20  520  74  59

Digital Risk Monitoring platform
Where hidden breaches become visible
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A Footprint Discovery

B Risk Assessment

C Visualisation

D Actionable Data

Real-time insights into the
digital footprint and possibly
malicious assets. Footprint
includes hidden entry points
into your organisation like
fake accounts, rogue apps
and phishing websites.

Assets are assessed based
on the risk they pose to your
organisation. This rating
allows you to prioritise
remedial actions.

Advanced digital footprint
visualisations allow insights
into relationships between the
organisation and third parties,
supporting both management
and security teams in their
security & vendor strategy.

Contextual information
such as advise on remedial
actions, allows quick resolution of the risk. Create
workflows for handling
the discovered assets and
threats.

CYBERSPRINT CLIENTS INCLUDE
Financial
institutions

Critical infrastructure
organisations

Governmental
institutions

70% of our clients discovered that more than 20% of their online attack surface was
hidden and not visible to the organisation itself. These invisibilities create the biggest
risks for your online branding and security.

What makes us unique?

Contact us for a demo

For a large financial institution we have found 30% more assets
than our largest competitor // 20% of phishing sites we found
had not been discovered yet // Our unique platform provides
real-time insight & automated analysis of risks // We employ
the best, prize-winning hackers

www.cybersprint.com
info@cybersprint.com
+31  20  520  74  59
Europe’s first Digital
Risk Monitoring platform
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